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Synopsis

In the vast virtual realm of New World Online, players embark on epic
quests, wield powerful weapons, and forge unbreakable bonds. Amidst this
vibrant tapestry of adventure, Maple emerges as a unique protagonist,
choosing an unorthodox path that defies convention.

Unlike other players who prioritize offense, Maple's sole focus is defense.
She believes that the best offense is a strong defense, and invests all her
effort into enhancing her protective abilities. As she delves deeper into the
game, she discovers that her strategy, while unconventional, possesses
unexpected strength.

Meet Maple: The Timid Girl with an Unwavering Resolve
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Maple, our protagonist, is a timid girl at heart. The thought of engaging in
direct combat fills her with trepidation. However, her determination to
survive and protect herself pushes her to seek alternative ways to navigate
the perilous world of New World Online.

With her defense-oriented strategy, Maple becomes known as the "Walking
Fortress." She amasses an astonishing amount of defense power,
rendering her virtually invincible. But her journey is far from straightforward.
As she progresses through the game, she faces formidable challenges that
test her resolve and force her to adapt her tactics continuously.

A Unique Adventure in a World of Limitless Possibilities

New World Online is a vibrant and immersive virtual world that offers
endless possibilities for adventure. Players can explore vast forests,
treacherous dungeons, and bustling cities. They can form guilds, engage in
player-versus-player combat, or simply immerse themselves in the
breathtaking landscapes.

Maple's journey unfolds against this backdrop of limitless possibilities. As
she explores the game world, she encounters a colorful cast of characters,
each with their own unique motivations and abilities. From cunning
assassins to benevolent healers, Maple's interactions with these characters
shape her understanding of the game and her own place within it.

The Strength of Defense: Uncovering Maple's Unorthodox Strategy

In a world where offense reigns supreme, Maple's defense-oriented
strategy stands out as both unconventional and effective. By investing
heavily in defensive skills and equipment, she creates a nearly
impenetrable barrier around herself.



But Maple's strength goes beyond mere physical defense. She also
possesses an unwavering determination and a deep understanding of the
game mechanics. She knows how to utilize her defense to her advantage,
turning it into an offensive force that surprises her opponents.

A Captivating Journey of Growth and Self-Discovery

As Maple progresses through New World Online, she undergoes a
profound journey of growth and self-discovery. Her initial timidness
gradually gives way to a newfound confidence as she realizes the strength
of her defense-oriented approach.

Along the way, she learns the importance of teamwork, perseverance, and
believing in oneself. Her experiences in the game shape her character,
helping her to overcome her fears and embrace her unique path.

Don't Want To Get Hurt So I'll Max Out My Defense Vol 1 is a captivating
light novel that celebrates the power of defense in a world obsessed with
offense. Join Maple on her extraordinary journey as she challenges
conventions, embraces her own strengths, and discovers the true meaning
of protection.

Prepare to be immersed in a world of adventure, strategy, and self-
discovery. Free Download your copy of Don't Want To Get Hurt So I'll Max
Out My Defense Vol 1 today and embark on an unforgettable journey.
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